Best of Join-in Tour To Visit Beijing, Xian and Shanghai (10 Days 8 Nights)
( Guaranteed departure on every Tuesday and Friday from Beijing)

Join-in tour means you will join in the tour in Beijing and meet people from different countries who are interested in this same tour to form a
tour group, you will have the English speaking tour guide in each city. The tour will be guaranteed departure even if there are only 2 people
booking.
People interested in this itinerary needs to arrive at Beijing on Tuesday or Friday to join in this tour. Please inform us your arrival flight number
and time for the tour guide to meet you at the airport in Beijing on every Tuesday and Friday.
Tour Cost
Tour code

Price

Single Room Supp

Day of Arrival at Beijing

Minimum of Booking

BJWXBXSH10

$1339/PER PERSON

$320

Tuesday or Friday

2 people

Please inform us your arrival time and flight number, so that the tour guide in Beijing will meet you at the arrival with your name.
Quote includes:
English speaking tour guide,
4 – 5 star hotels in each city with buffet breakfast in the hotel
Air conditioned tour coach,
Lunch and dinner as listed in the itinerary (L=lunch
D=dinner)
Places to visit as listed in the itinerary.
Beijing-Xian-Shanghai HSR (bullet train) train ticket.
Quote Does Not Include:
Round way international air ticket plus the tax & fuel surcharge
Lunch and dinner ( the tour guide will recommend you some local food and you need to pay by yourself)
Fee for optional tour (need to pay to the tour guide in China)
Personal Protection plan (we can help you purchase the insurance, contact with us please)
Gratuity tips to the tour guide and the driver in each city. ( it is suggested to pay $10 per day from each of you)

Itinerary in China
Day 01. USA / Beijing
by flight
Please arrive at airport and wait to check in at least 3 hours prior to the departure of your flight.
Please print your electronic air tickets and please do not forget to bring your passport with you.
Day 02. Arrival at Beijing
Loong Palace Hotel Beijing or same
Your tour guide in Beijing will meet you at the airport arrival with your name. The tour guide will
send you to check in the hotel. Please make sure to ask the tour guide the departure time the next
day and place in the hotel for breakfast.
Day 03.

Beijing
(B,L )
Loong Palace Hotel Beijing or same
Meet your tour guide and other people in this group for the city excursion in Beijing to visit
Tiananmen Square, the biggest city center square in the world; Forbidden City, where the
24 emperors of the Ming and the Qing Dynasties ruled the Middle Kingdom for nearly 500
years (1420-1911). You will also visit the Pearl factory before going to visit the Temple
of Heaven. Beijing Roast Duck Dinner (Optional $40/p.p)

Day 04.

Beijing
(B,L )
Loong Palace Hotel Beijing or same
Today you will go to visit the Great Wall (Juyongguan Pass). After the Great Wall visit, you will
go to visit the Jade factory, and then have a photo stop to enjoy the Olympic venues - "Bird's
Nest" and the "Water Cube. In the late afternoon, go to enjoy a free foot massage.
Optional Dinner and Optional Kung Fu Show $50/p.p

Day 05.

Beijing
(B,L )
Loong Palace Hotel Beijing or same
Visit the Summer Palace today, then go to visit Latex Factory. After lunch, optional tour: visit
Hutong (Alley tour by pedcab) and Beijing Zoo to see panda at the additional cost of $70 per
person.

Day 06.

Beijing / Xian bullet train
(B, L)
Grand Noble HTL or same
After breakfast, you will ride on the bullet train from Beijing to Xian (about 4–5 hours).
After arrival at Xian, the places to visit will be the Lesser Wild Goose Pagoda and the 600 years
old City Wall.
Tonight you will attend optional dinner show:
Chinese dumpling banquet and the Show of Tang Dynasty dance and music $70/p.p).

Day 07. Xian city excursion
(B, L)
Grand Noble HTL or same
Today you will go to visit the Museum of Terra-cotta Warriors and Horses, considered as the eighth
wonder of the world. Before the museum visit, you will first visit the pottery factory to see how the
replica of the warriors was made. In the afternoon, go to visit Shaanxi History Museum and the
last to visit the Muslim food bazaar in downtown of Xian.
Day 08. Xian/Shanghai
by bullet train
(B, L)
Grand Mercure Baolong or same
Aftr breakfast, you will ride on the bullet train to Shanghai. It wiill take about 6 hours by train to
get to Shanghai. In the late afternoon after arrival at Shanghai, you will go to visit the Bund,
Nanjing Road – the largest shopping street in China, Chenghuangmiao Old downtown of
Shanghai and a Jewelry Store.
Optional dinner and acrobatic Show $40/p.p
Day 09.

Shanghai/ Suzhou（option)/ Shanghai
(B)
Grand Mercure Baolong or same
Today you could enjoy your free day for leisure, or take an optional excursion to Suzhou with
lunch included at the additional cost of $125p/p.
Today you will take a bus or train (HSR) ride to Suzhou, noted for landscaped classic gardens,
you will cruise on the world famous ancient Grand Canal of more than 2400 years history
to experience the unique cultures and glimpse the daily life of the local residents. You will also
visit the silk factory, the master of Fishing NETS Garden and the ancient Panmen Gate, the
only existing water& land gate. Take a stroll along the
famous Shan Tang Street with a history of more than 1100 years. Where you can still experience
the past prosperity of Suzhou and its traditional culture well preserved. Return to Shanghai in late
afternoon.
Optional Dinner cost $40P/P, and an optional cruise on Huangpu River to enjoy the fascinating
night view of Shanghai after dinner at the additional cost of $45/PP.

Day 10.

Shanghai – USA
by flight
Your tour guide in Shanghai will come to the hotel to pick you up in the morning and send you
to the airport. Your China tour will finish today.

Fee you need to pay for the option tours in China (Pay to the local tour guide)
Beijing: Hutong/Lotus Market/See Pandas (Beijing Zoo) $70/pp,
Dinner and Kung Fu Show $50/pp;
(Dinner) Peking Roast Duck: $40/pp;
Xian: dinner show + Tang Dynasty Dance and Music $70/pp.
Shanghai: Shanghai Acrobatic Show $40/pp,
Shanghai cruises on Huangpu River: $45/pp,
Shanghai/ Suzhou/ Shanghai one day tour: 125/pp.
Tour Company Service Fee: $90/pp= $10/person/day*9days (Adult and children pay the same).

